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its work, but we will constantly publish news and notes from the world of education. Something interesting happens on our site every day.
So today, the focus of our rubric is mathematics 2 activadores. Even just by reading the title of this section and looking at small pictures,
you will plunge into a world previously unknown to you, into the world of mathematics. And here is the first news: Russian youth is
learning French 3 activadeos imagenados. m For many Russians, especially for its citizens. If you are from Russia, then this article is for
you. Due to geographical and historical circumstances, Russian youth studied French at home, in the family. For the majority, the option
of "at home", in the family, is not the most convenient, and, among other things, sometimes very expensive. So what to do? Learn a
language in a group class? And what will it give? Well, if you constantly think about the cost of classes in a group, then maybe itâ€™s not
worth it? The answer is simple: in our city, a French language school "Joker" was opened. This is a unique school, the only one of its kind
in Russia. What is the uniqueness of the "Bialulescu" school? Firstly, in just a year of learning a foreign language, your child will learn to
speak and read one of the most common languages â€‹â€‹- French, like a native! Secondly, we offer courses in a unique methodology.
Our teachers give children a lot of exercises with the language they are learning, this will help children achieve maximum results. Thirdly,
you will see how happy your child will be, because French is the language of communication! School
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